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Nobel prize winner, physicist Alan Heeger breaks on through!

"Science a Sham!"
Jesus appears to heathen scientists and tells them to repent their sins or spend eternity in black hole!

Kroemer’s Top Sixteen Predictions of DOOM

Leg Council Ends World Hunger!
Position paper to save the world

The WIDE World of Sports
Forget Football... UCSB adds club sumo wrestling!

Trash to Treasure
Inventive Envision uses garbage to fix falling cliffs

UC Merced Accepts COWS!

BACKLESS SHIRT DISASTER:
Cold snap hospitalizes four kegger-bound female Isla Vistans!
SAN FRANCISCO, CA — The ferocious child-eating koalas of Australia are loose in Fog City, and no one is safe.

That's what koala behavior experts say has happened, citing two recently deceased San Francisco teenagers as irreparable proof. Last Christmas, the two youths vanished in a pair of recently arrived koalas as gifts for their sweethearts. Authorities claim to have arrested Lady Gray, were brought to the zoo in the arrested the kids' Siamese twins, who a cover-up.

"After we broke down the door, we found these two kids bloody all down their sides and some bones scattered about," says one shocked officer. "Next to 'em, covered, in oh God, it looked like liver chunks, we found the two koalas, all fat and sleepy — like one of the things belched.

Government workers, covered from head to toe in white plastic suits, swooped down on the scene, stopped everything up and arrested the surviving Siamese twins. Meanwhile, Buttons and Lady Gray made off into the night. They were found at a neighbor's house, two doors down.

"Our dog Misty was yapping like crazy but then all of a sudden it stopped," says a terrified housewife. "I looked outside and they were fighting over a bloody dog collar. I grabbed my baby and we just ran."

The koalas, sleepy again, were cor­ ralled into the back of a black van and returned to the zoo.

Until sources came forward to the Weekly World News, the conspiracy to cover up the ravenous koalas had gone unnoticed. They were returned to the zoo, where they began to breed. Almost overnight, the koala population went from six to 60.

The zoo, meanwhile, has been quietly reverse Roe v. Wade and return to a sim­ pler time in our nation's history. With your help someday in the near future we shall boldly lead the U.S. into the social prosperity not realized since the Know­

The Moron Majority — Simplictons Supreme in New CA Census Results

The results of Census 2000 for California released last week reveal that the state's only two population majority groups are women and morons. While no other states have more than 59 percent of the population (whites 46.7 percent, Chicano and Latinos 32.4 per­ cent, Asians 10.8 percent and blacks 6.4 percent), the moron population has reached 66 percent, or 22,591,099 of the state's 32,264,002 residents — more than any other group.

Sociologist and Census 2000 Data Analysis Administrator Dr. Scott Jargon points to California's poor public schools and to an imbecile's uncanny ability to breed as the main culprits.

"You see, this unthinking populous has outright rejected the example set by the Midwest and doing God's work and have the support of President Hillary Simpliton says. "We are

Rules Made To Be Broken:

All letters to the editors, columns, death notices, mail bombs and packages of French Tickler condoms sent to the Weekly World News become property of sour. Except for the real beauties, which are bestowed in regulation.

Letters to the editor are limited to one sheet of rolling papers, typed or written in blot­

The Weekly World News is published by a thousand readers chained to a thou­

To call an error to the attention of the head pimp, please cut out i

Bricks like this fellow now make it a full two-thirds of the Golden State's Population!
A.S. Position Paper Appeals to Leaders, Nations, Media And Ends WORLD Hunger

UCSB — Outraged student government officials plan to feed the starving millions of Africa and Asia with a position paper. Associated Students Legislative Council called an emergency meeting over Spring Break to abolish the suffering of the starving. In a three-hour, tear-filled debate, leggies unanimously resolved to put a stop to world hunger. The position paper was forwarded to Africa, President George W. Bush, every major world government, the Vatican (which is expected to forward the message to Jesus) and the Maoist International Movement. Several legislators reportedly came across a web page saying 34.6 million people do not have enough to eat. Leggies said they were "shocked" and "really shocked" by the numbers. "I mean, I had no idea there were people just, just, starving in Africa. That's, like, just sad," says Easter Ridiculous, who introduced the position paper. "There're lots of people who are hungry all the time; A.S. has a responsibility to raise awareness." Aneata Regurgitate co-wrote the paper: a six-page denunciation of starvation, capitalism and the deforestation of refrigerator mold.

"Whereas: Associated Students at UCSB can, and will, change the world," she wrote in the paper. "Whereas: People are hungry and stuff, "Whereas: That's really sad, "Whereas: A.S.'s mission is to compassionately educate the community, "Let it be therefore resolved that hungry people should eat." Over 100 million Americans are overweight. One leggie says we have so much we can afford to share. "I have all these extra-value meal coupons lying around," he says, "and I'm sending some to the Africans. Hmmm ... maybe the position paper should be eatable too?"

Leggie V.L.T. Blather, however, says hungry people need to pull themselves up by their exposed shinbones. "Look, there's all these hungry people in these places, right? And they're always complaining there's too many people, right? So they should kill two birds with one stone and bring back cannibalism," she says. "I'm not giving up my Whopper for people too lazy to eat each other."

Other leggies feel hunger statistics may be dubious. "I've seen pictures on TV, and they all have really big, gross bellies," says one student government official. "But if the numbers are right, we have to put a stop to it. Hunger is a really sucky eating disorder."

BY EZEKIEL WILDWOOD Drunk Porn Star Weekly World Nexus

GRE

Considering Graduate School?

A high GRE score is critical to admissions success. Take Kaplan and get a higher score.

GRE classes start Monday, April 9.

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit kaptest.com to enroll today!
Looking for the only known photo of the Lord speaking to the dirty heathen scientists.

The only begotten son of God appears to terrified atheists!

BY HIS MODESTY ERIC THE RED / Staff Savior / Weekly World News

SANTA BARBARA, CA — Scientists at the University of California, Santa Barbara were shocked last week when, during a routine observation from the top of Herbert P. Borda Hall, they saw the face of Jesus in a telescope.

The benevolent visage of the King of Kings hovered over the sun for close to an hour and then delivered a brief message, said a top-ranking department astrophysicist. The other department heads quickly silenced word of the sighting, removing God from the equation.

"I heard someone at the telescope say, 'Oh Jesus!' and there He was — Jesus," the scientist says. "There was a benevolent visage that knew for sure." Father Mark Paul said the church would offer conversion courses to previously atheistic physicists, inviting them to learn the kind and citing ways of Christianity. "If they won't do that, we'll burn them at the stake along with worthless books, like that ridiculous A Brief History of Time," he says.

The UCSB Biology Department took Jesus' message to heart, immediately offering the Rex. Billy Graham a job as department chair, changing its grant system to faith-based funding and replacing all lab water with holy water.

"The slides are less clear now," says one researcher, "but we now know that God is in them." Two unrepentant scientists were burned at the stake Sunday, each claiming the sighting was simply a trick caused by heavy air pollution and solar activity.

"That'll learn 'em," says new Biology Chair Graham.

Physicist Alan Heeger pioneers anti-gravity research

Santa Barbara, CA — After selling his company to DuPont Chemical and winning a Nobel Prize, UCSB physicist Alan Heeger has turned his attention to anti-gravity — and he says you can ascend with him.

Several sources say Heeger spends most of the afternoon locked up in his office, intensely studying anti-gravity devices. The small, white paper cylinders have the power to "get me high beyond belief," Heeger says.

"This is going to help everyone," he says. "I envision a world where one day we will all be taking advantage of this anti-gravity technology to stay high.

Heeger hopes to receive federal grant funding for his latest work: a double-chambered antigravity machine — ice optional.

Seeing the future in his Nobel Prize

Scientist swami Herbie Kroemer sees the future in his Nobel Prize.

Former Nobel Prize winner renounces science and speaks with spirits

Herbert Kroemer's Top 16 Signs of the Apocalypse

10) Death, War, Pestilence and Famine replace Argon, Xenon, Krypton and Radon! 11) Dark Matter dark with the blood of the wicked!

12) Massive Compact Halo Objects filled with Massive, WIMP-devouring locusts! 13) M-Theory stands for Murder!

14) String theorists discover 655 new dimensions — bringing total to 666! 15) Where of Babylon bonds with every element!

16) Seventh flaw of queer — evil!

9) Heterostructured semiconductors offend Lord by becoming homossexual structures!

8) Thousands of trumpeter-wielding angels found dancing in electron band-gap!

7) Gallium arsenide discovered in Sea of Blood — with Jesus!

6) Quantum tunneling actually Immortalizes! Conception of molecules!

5) Schrodinger's Cat dead by Satan's hand!

4) False prophet dupes many into thinking neutrinos have electrical charge!

3) Billions of neutrinos pass through vacuum of English D.A.'s head — every second!

2) Island of stability floats in holy water!

1) Punctured equilibrium!

Physicist to the spirits

Call for a Scientific Reading with the Spirits Today

First three minutes Free! Minutes calls cost about 55 cents. Each additional minute is 55 cents. Only women and single-callers are admitted.

* Call 1-800-555-5555 TODAY • Call 1-800-555-5555 TODAY
UC Merced: The New UC has Begun Admitting Brilliant Bovine for Fall 2001, While Scenic UC Riverside Suffers from a Drop in Applicants.

**MERCED, CA —**
With the opening of the UC Merced campus in 2005, the University of California Board of Regents has decided to enlarge the prospective applicant pool — formerly limited by the eligibility index requiring a minimum 3.2 high school GPA — by allowing cows to apply to the new campus.

The Regents implemented the new minimum admission requirements due to Merced’s inability to attract even the most desperate graduating seniors. Governor Gray Davis says admitting cows would alleviate the pressure on UC Merced to meet the admission quotas.

“I mean, look at Davis. A lot of people want to go there. Personally, I think the attraction is directly related to the campus’ close proximity to some of the best cattle ranches in California.”

UC Riverside Executive Vice Chancellor David Warren protested the new policy, claiming the Riverside campus should also be given the opportunity to admit cows to improve its slumping academic reputation.

“I'll admit it. It's not fair, and we're pissed,” Warren says. “Do you have any idea how much admitting cows would improve our statistics alone? I have scheduled a meeting with the Regents, and I am hoping that after the meeting I will be able to open our own Bovine Undergraduate Department.”

**BY LADONNA**

Senior Assistant USDA-Approved Cattle Rider

Weekly World Nexus

Agriculture is worried about the effects of providing some cows with higher education. They have launched several studies examining consumer response to “educated beef.”

According to published reports from the study, the majority of consumers said they would feel “a little weird” about eating college-educated cattle.

Julie Spamelli, a resident of Beverly Hills and self-proclaimed animal rights activist, says she was uncomfortable with the proposed plan to educate cows.

“I mean, it's like, wrong enough to eat a slaughtered cow. But, like, the idea of eating a smart one is just totally immoral. It's like, that cow could have been a valuable contributor to society, you know. It could be like the next Alan Greenspan or something,” she says. “Besides, what would cows think when they find out they are being educated only to be slaughtered? They'll go mad. Are you listening to me? Mad cows I tell you!”

UC Merced Chancellor Carol Tomlinson-Keasey says consumers should be excited about this proposed plan to improve the quality of their beef.

"I can't understand why anyone would disagree with this plan. As a public university, your tax dollars are providing an education to those who need it most — cows. They truly are the most underrepresented minority in the UC system. We must support their right to learn."

Interested cows should note that the highly competitive admission process of the UC system requires that applicants receive high scores on the USDA standardized tests and have letters of recommendation from cattle ranchers, preferably from the Davis area.

---

**Weekly World Nexus**

A legitimate News Service

---

**Get it? Meet other UCSB students who got it!**

Tuesday, April 3rd, Ucen 2523 5 pm - 6 pm!
We Love Bush!

He May Look Like a Monkey, But Dubya’s Got the Right Idea When It Comes to Problem Solving

Famine. Nuclear holocaust. The brink of a second Cold War. The constant drowning during Sesame Street’s daily programming. These are some of the problems that continue to threaten the stability and status of the superpower that is the United States of America. Enduring this incredible adversity, the Weekly World News thanks the Lord our God for bestowing upon us a new Messiah for a modern era: our president and beacon, George W. Bush.

Due to the size restrictions of this editorial, we can only present you with a fraction of the humanitarian contributions of Jesus II.

The Alaskan Pipeline
Our cars, weed-wackers and girlfriends’ gas-powered dildos all need fuel, and we’re sick of the outrageous costs. The Alaskan oil pipeline will provide this much-needed source at a fraction of the current price. Besides, given the chance, an Alaskan polar bear, or baby seal for that matter, would kill you and everyone you love to power their diesel sex toys.

Cutting Funding for International Abortion Groups
Everybody knows that Africa has problems, but planned parenthood and AIDS are not the answer. In fact, letting nature run its course is the best thing we can do for a continent whose resources can’t sustain its exploding population. The spread of disease will keep population tallies far lower than any conventional means outside of warfare.

Dispelling Darwin
Dubya’s second-in-command, who takes advantage of the superior health-care system of the United States, is a model for us all. Dick Cheney is definitely the weakest of the herd, yet he hasn’t been weeded out. He can’t play a game of miniature golf without requiring a jump-start, but he is the vice president of the free world.

Bombing Baghdad
Bush’s infinite foresight led him to set the tone for the new presidency. Don’t mess with Texas...er, America.

Arsenic for All
Do you want safe drinking water? Neither do we. Bush can achieve leaps and bounds in population control by maintaining a high level of arsenic in our water, thereby ensuring deaths from toxic poisoning increase exponentially.

Whether in the UC system. Come on, when was the last time you looked at the campus paper and not blown away by the sheer mass of office workers and interns hanging out in those buildings. We have already made UC Santa Barbara a hot commodity to would-be students. At least in UCSB’s case, the campus is always hopping, with students running to class, going to the gym, or hanging out in the quad. Our students are clearly not the slacker type, and they deserve to be recognized for their hard work.

The Needle Shield
Dude, it’s gonna work hellas good. That shit’s gonna be da bomb, fool.

Red, White and Blue (mostly red)
That’s right, we’re talking about nooses. The new leader of the free world has taken initiative to cast forward the wicked stones of judgement. Through capital punishment, Bush shall bless the United States with heaven on earth, currently enjoyed only by those in Texas. Go Rangers!

Who is the man behind this pristine platform? The son of a carpenter (and former president), George W. Bush is a true American. This highly photogenic man. This highly photogenic man. This highly photogenic man. This highly photogenic man. This highly photogenic man, has taken the reins of power and is ready to lead this great nation into a very bright and very warm future.
Dear Weatherhuman,

I am in a fram. I bench 280. frat brother Williams benches 260. We like girls and fights. Brother Williams told me a call off. let's meet. He thinks that is bad. I think he's wrong, what's a meathead? Thinks for your gym.

PS. How much do you bench?

Your Friend,
In Need of Estrogen

Dear In Need of Estrogen,

Thank you for your well-written, carefully thought-out question. Congratulations on the benching. If you and Brother Williams work hard enough, you'll soon be able to kick the shit out of anyone who confuses you or looks at you too long... my, won't that be fun.

Anyway, as you know, I am neither one to peremptorily stereotype supernumeraries nor one to pass judgments on others, so I'll simply re-form the definition from the Weatherhumanopedia and let you decide for yourself.

Meathad (meat-had): An insecure male whose intelligence has likely been stunted by repeatedly breastfeeding a mix of(Page 2)

Dear Weatherhuman,

Now that the Daily Nexus has sold out and become a real news-paper, EIC Whitey has informed me that he plans to axe my daily weather forecast because it is filled with technical forecasting jargon that the layman simply can't understand. I told him to stick it.

He considered my offer, and we compromised on a daily advice column. So now you will be getting a much larger dose of my bitting sarcasm and valuable social commentary every day. In need of advice? Write about that open care? Please send all questions and comments to <weatherhuman@daily nexus.com>.

Dear Weatherhuman,

I am high on Dayquil right now... and I'm scared, and I'm thinking about operating heavy machinery. What should I do?

Dear Weatherhuman,

I am lonely. I have tried and tried to find a man, but they all are afraid to approach me. I go out in L.V. and guys look at me and sometimes yell things, but never talk to me. What should I do?

Dear Weatherhuman,

Due

Forecast: Favor you may be freaking out now, but after watching an hour of that small man having vocal muscles spasms and speaking gibberish, it'll be time to have you committed for sure.
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ISLA VISTA, CA — Time to take out the trash and throw it over the cliff in the name of the environment!

Implementation of Phase One in the Master Plan process, which consists of a brick wall built along the shoreline of the Del Playa Drive bluff, is scheduled to begin construction this week. Once the brick structure is built up to the bluff top, residents will be asked to help fill the space between the wall and the bluff with non-recyclable trash in order to slow erosion, create a four-block compost pile and form a safety buffer against the 40-foot cliff.

This extensive compost pile is also aimed at assuaging over-dumping into the Santa Barbara County Tajiguas landfill site, to which I.V. is currently a huge contributor.

The Berkeley-based architectural firm Envision Designs’ (Re) I.V. Team Leader Daniel Parolek says implementation of the brick-wall trash structure will be completed in two parts within a two-year period.

“Construction of the brick wall will take approximately four to six months, and we estimate if 80 percent of I.V. residents take part in the trash dumping process, then we could hopefully have the site filled with trash in eight to 10 months,” he says. “Now, a structure like this isn’t possible in most urban beach communities, but we felt that with the dedication to trash and abandoned furniture I.V. has been so notorious for in the past, residents would flock to the opportunity to put that trash toward a truly good cause. It’ll be just lovely!”

Parolek says he also hopes this portion of the new design will help I.V. maintain its unique character.

“We really wanted the community to get involved in the master plan, and I think this is a great way to incorporate everyone,” he says. “The character of Isla Vista makes a real statement, and I’m just hoping to grasp that statement through this huge landfill.”

Phase One of the master plan was approved unanimously by county officials and others who don’t live in or even visit Isla Vista. Gail Marshall, 3rd District Supervisor, says she supports the idea of the DP bluff lined with trash.

“I think the residents will really appreciate the opportunity to dump their trash over the side of the cliff without any repercussions,” she says. “Maybe if students have the option to throw their plastic beer cups over the cliff instead of in the streets, there will be a significant decrease in Saturday and Sunday morning party debris.”

Environmental Affairs Board Compost Pile Committee Chairperson and UCSB Environmental Studies and Biological Sciences sophomore Peace Willow says she sees the brick-wall trash structure as a “pernicious flower” in the heart of I.V.

“It’s like you know that story about the guy picking up one little starfish and throwing it back into the ocean and some other guy tells him it doesn’t make a difference because there are so many starfish and then the first guy says, ‘Well, it made a difference to that starfish,’” she says. “Well, I think that I.V. is like a little beach town with a big difference in this crud world that lacks compost piles.”

On the flip side, DP resident and undeclared junior Chris Sturley says he opposes the building of the structure and the idea of a compost pile just inches away from his broken sliding glass door.

“My house stinks as it is. I don’t want to have to walk outside and smell everyone else’s shit, too, and literally that’s what it’s going to be — shit,” he says. “My rent’s going up because my landlord said this huge shit-trash pile raises the property value. What the fuck is going on in this town? If it was up to me I’d torch everything — trash it all.”

According to Parolek, if all construction goes as planned, residents may be able to start dumping trash as soon as they feel like it.

KILL TWO LANDFILLS WITH ONE CLIFF. This student helps mold Isla Vista’s look of the future. Trash is now our friend — a friend who supports the community.

BY BONITA VIA BELLO
Senior Trash Writer
Weekly World Nexus
New EIC to Bring Excellence, Diversity

The WEEKLY WORLD NEXUS welcomes decorative ideas for office and Britney column

BY BABY LOVAS Staff Whitney // Weekly World Nexus

UCSB — Tyrannical Honky Weekly World Nexus Editor Deposed by Benevolent Press Council.

In a shocking and unprecedented campus media decision, UCSB's six-member council of Whipcrack's unusual office and the university and quickly attempted to appear more culturally sensitive by picking up a Mexican guitar and sipping from a Kahluá bottle. However, staffers viewed his desperate actions as a sign of weakness, storming his office with blue pens, rollers and exacto-knives. One staff photographer even took a picture. Whipcrack quickly surrendered.

"So this is it. I guess this means no more 4 a.m. nights, sleep deprivation, poor nutrition, stress attacks."

Editor in Chief Whitey Whipcrack was heard mumbling while cleaning out his office. "Well, one thing's for sure: UCSB won't have Whitey Whipcrack to kick around anymore. Hasta La Vista."

Other staff members agree.

"He can't dance either, but he

other history major, would be a more delicately diverse leader, and thus appease UCSB's minority masses.

Though Press Council members did not comment on their decision, which came at a closed session meeting at the conference room behind Chilitos in the UCen, they released a short statement justifying the decision.

"We feel that having a minority editor in chief will save our asses," the statement reads. "Plus, he can dance, which will be a plus if he gets in a jam."

Polla, who never applied for the position in his short stint at the paper, was noticeably surprised by the decision and avidly attempted to appear more culturally sensitive by picking up a totem pole and communist flag are as good as gone; I will deconstruct this place myself if I have to. And I think we all know something has to be done about the music," says Polla.

"Oh, yeah, the paper will be cool too. No more honky journalism; chicano/mexican/catholic/catholic/other history majors, would be a more delicately diverse leader, and thus appease UCSB's minority masses.

Nexus cultist activities and being too damn white.

Talks of the dismissal came when information reached the council that the Nexus was the #2 complaint-generating institution on campus behind Sunset Strips' "gourmet eatery." Soon after, an anonymous staff member informed the council of Whipcrack's unusual office practices.

"I could handle working for no money or food, because at least we all had a place to sleep in the office. We, well, at least most of us all, got used to rubbing the things in my own way."

Whipcrack denounced the allegations as the fault of the Nexus advertising office and the university and quickly attempted to appear more culturally sensitive by picking up a totem pole and communist flag are as good as gone; I will deconstruct this place myself if I have to. And I think we all know something has to be done about the music," says Polla.

"Oh, yeah, the paper will be cool too. No more honky journalism; chicano/mexican/catholic/catholic/other history majors, would be a more delicately diverse leader, and thus appease UCSB's minority masses.
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"Oh, yeah, the paper will be cool too. No more honky journalism; chicano/mexican/catholic/catholic/other history majors, would be a more delicately diverse leader, and thus appease UCSB's minority masses.

Nexus cultist activities and being too damn white.

Talks of the dismissal came when information reached the council that the Nexus was the #2 complaint-generating institution on campus behind Sunset Strips' "gourmet eatery." Soon after, an anonymous staff member informed the council of Whipcrack's unusual office practices.

"I could handle working for no money or food, because at least we all had a place to sleep in the office. We, well, at least most of us all, got used to rubbing the things in my own way."

Whipcrack denounced the allegations as the fault of the Nexus advertising office and the university and quickly attempted to appear more culturally sensitive by picking up a totem pole and communist flag are as good as gone; I will deconstruct this place myself if I have to. And I think we all know something has to be done about the music," says Polla.

"Oh, yeah, the paper will be cool too. No more honky journalism; chicano/mexican/catholic/catholic/other history majors, would be a more delicately diverse leader, and thus appease UCSB's minority masses.

Nexus cultist activities and being too damn white.
At breakfast! despair. Dig in.

Monday, isn’t it? The toughest job on your list is staring you in the face. But this could prove quite lucrative, so don’t wait, the worse your odds. If you wait until Tuesday, forget it.

Many elements from which to choose. Figure out which one costs the least, and how long it will take. That gives you your answer. If you don’t report on what you’ve accomplished, and you won’t be delayed because you’re about to encounter some resistance. Be ready to move quickly, patience is also required. Rely on your experience. Go with the flow.

Gemini (May 21-June 21) - Today is a 7 - The most brilliant idea you’ve had in a while may have shown up in a dream late last night. Can you remember what it was? If you don’t, just start writing; it may come to you again. It’s about making a decision. Everybody needs one to provide a structure.

Cancer (June 22-July 22) - Today is a 6 - You know when to be sweet and when to dig in your heels. That’s the dance you’ll be doing if you’re in fight or flight. You might get a bonus for being composed, on impulse, or make a quick side. The longer you listen, the worse your odds. If you wait until Tuesday, forget it.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - Today is an 8 - Once you’ve corrected the past, you’ll be ready for a new adventure. Don’t count your chickens, it’s not over yet.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22) - Today is a 7 - Tension increases, but you’re also very sensitive. You may feel like you’re being pushed by forces beyond your control. That’s just compassion you’re feeling. Go with the flow.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - Today is a 7 - You have more control than you think. Figure out which one costs the least, and how long it will take. That gives you your answer. You go to the beach, or plan a vacation? Explore your spirituality. Now, how’s that for a friendship that test a lifetime and get closer to the core of who you are?

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - Today is an 8 - Once you’ve corrected the past, you’ll be ready for a new adventure. Don’t count your chickens, it’s not over yet.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - Today is a 7 - You have more control than you think. Figure out which one costs the least, and how long it will take. That gives you your answer. You go to the beach, or plan a vacation? Explore your spirituality. Now, how’s that for a friendship that test a lifetime and get closer to the core of who you are?

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - Today is a 7 - You have more control than you think. Figure out which one costs the least, and how long it will take. That gives you your answer. You go to the beach, or plan a vacation? Explore your spirituality. Now, how’s that for a friendship that test a lifetime and get closer to the core of who you are?
This Week from AS Program Board
Tuesday, April 3 in IV Theatre—8 pm
SNEAK PREVIEW!—Bridget Jones's Diary
starring Renee Zellweger and Hugh Grant
Free tickets are available on the day of show
at the AS Ticket Office.

Wednesday, April 4—Big Wednesday in the Hub
3:00-5:00 pm featuring David Culiner
Food and drink specials!

For more information about ASPB events, call our Hotline at 893-2833 or visit www.as.ucsb.edu/aspb/.

AS Elections Is Hiring Poll Workers!
April 24 and 25
Two shifts
Morning: 8:00 am-1:30 pm
Afternoon: 1:00 pm-6:30 pm
Pay $39 for each shift.

Apply Monday-Friday between 10 am and 4 pm in the CAB Office (2523 UCen).

2001 University Award
Nomination Forms Now Available for Outstanding Graduating Seniors & Graduate Students
DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4, 5 PM • OSL
• Thomas More Starkie Award
• Jeremy D. Friedman Memorial Award
• Alyce Marita Whitted Memorial Award
• University Service Award
• University Award of Distinction

For descriptions and nomination forms on-line visit http://www.osl.ucsb.edu/awards, or stop by the Office of Student Life.

This is the Back of A4, thanks for catching it!

On Campus is the Place
Week of April 2
All events are free unless otherwise noted.

All Week
ATTENTION CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS: UCSB Activities are also available on-line: http://events.sa.ucsb.edu
UCSB Organization Directory is on-line: http://www.sa.ucsb.edu/campus/organizations
Your On-Line access lets you publish your activities in the UCSB Events Web Calendar and Monday, Nexus Calendar Page.

Student Affairs also offers free web page hosting. Registered groups can apply on the web: http://orgs.ucsb.edu/ucsbwebaccounts

Student Life has a posting service. Drop off flyers at the front desk. Flyers not posted and stamped by OSL will be removed from the kiosks.


Monday, April 2
1. Art and Lectures 6:30-10:30 pm The FIRST regular Swing and Ballroom Dance club practice meeting for Spring Quarter 2001 will be held on Monday night, 2-4 April 2001, from 6:30 pm to 10:30 pm, in Robertson Gym room 2320 (upstairs). We will be offering our Basics 1 and Basics II programs for both Swing Dancing and Beginning Dancing. Tonight’s scheduled introductory lessons are: (1) Swing — Lindy Hop step; and (2) Ballroom — Cha Cha. We will also have music and time set aside for practicing or learning new steps.

Wednesday, April 4
1. Wrestling Club @ UCSB 9-11 pm, Open Practice: The Wrestling Club at UCSB supports all forms of amateur wrestling, including collegiate and Olympic styles. All UCSB students and community are welcome, regardless of size or experience. Develop skill, speed, strength and stamina the way only wrestling can, Roby gym 2120.
3. Jewish Student Union 7-9 pm, Open Practice: Jewish Student Union is also sponsoring a wrestling club. Please contact Shera Nissen, or "DRUNK RACIST GIRL MEETS CHINESE HITLER" by Isaac Lamer and Krishna Narayanan. MCC Theater, free.
4. Free tickets are available on the day of show.
5. Afternoon: 1:00-6:30 pm Wednesday in the Hub
6. Wednesdays, April 4 — Big Wednesday in the Hub
7. Food and drink specials!
8. Ticket Office.

Thursday, April 5
1. Resume Writing: When You Don't Know What You Want to Do, Career Services 2-3 pm, Resume Writing: When You Don't Know What You Want to Do, Career Services 2-3 pm.
2. On-line Access to Employment Opportunities, Career Services 11:00 am-1:00 pm. http://www.career.ucsb.edu
3. "Nasty with a Twist" MCCD performs their most recent original short plays and sketches for your personal pleasure and amusement, including "BED KNOWS AND NOTCH CHICKS" by Lila Devan, "BITCH PLEASE" by Mandoub Salih, "STILL LIFE" by Sara Nissen, and "DRUNK RACIST GIRL MEETS CHINESE HITLER" by Isaac Lamer and Krishna Narayanan. MCC Theater, free.

Friday, April 6
1. Arts & Lectures 7:30 pm, Film: Bittersweet Motel, Campbell Hall, general $6, students $5. Site: http://www.artsandlectures.ucsb.edu/lectures/7988.html
2. Multicultural Drama Company 7:30-9:30 pm. "Nasty with a Twist," MCCD performs their most recent original short plays and sketches for your personal pleasure and amusement, including "BED KNOWS AND NOTCH CHICKS" by Lila Devan, "BITCH PLEASE" by Mandoub Salih, "STILL LIFE" by Sara Nissen, and "DRUNK RACIST GIRL MEETS CHINESE HITLER" by Isaac Lamer and Krishna Narayanan. MCC Theater, free.
3. Arts & Lectures 9-11 pm, Film: "Drunk Racist Girl Meets Chinese Hitlers" on a free, home-cooked dinner and an intelligent discussion of challenges to the Christian faith. RecCen
4. Hillel 6 pm, Celebrate Shabbat! Some people come for the choice of either a literal or conserva­tive service, some people come to see friends or to learn about Judaism, but most people just come for the free home-cooked food. It's all good. Come check it out URC.

Saturday, April 7
1. Kapatirang Pilipino 12-3 pm, Barrio Fiesta is coming! The Saturday, April 7, 12 to 3 pm, location TBA. It is a community festa for all ages, come join KP for a day filled with dancing, performances, food, and fun! For more info, contact Annabel. http://orgs.ucsb.edu/kapatirangpilipino
2. "THEME: HOUSE " by Sara Nissen, "PERFECT CHILDREN" by Lila Devan, "BED KNOWS AND NOTCH CHICKS" by Lila Devan, "BITCH PLEASE" by Mandoub Salih, "STILL LIFE" by Sara Nissen, and "DRUNK RACIST GIRL MEETS CHINESE HITLER" by Isaac Lamer and Krishna Narayanan. MCC Theater, free.
3. "Nasty with a Twist" MCCD performs their most recent original short plays and sketches for your personal pleasure and amusement, including "BED KNOWS AND NOTCH CHICKS" by Lila Devan, "BITCH PLEASE" by Mandoub Salih, "STILL LIFE" by Sara Nissen, and "DRUNK RACIST GIRL MEETS CHINESE HITLER" by Isaac Lamer and Krishna Narayanan. MCC Theater, free.
4. "CHINESE HITLER" by Isaac Lamer and Krishna Narayanan, "STILL LIFE" by Sara Nissen, and "DRUNK RACIST GIRL MEETS CHINESE HITLER" by Isaac Lamer and Krishna Narayanan. MCC Theater, free.
5. Arts & Lectures 6-8 pm, Film: The Art of Amahl, general $5, students $4. Site: http://www.artsandlectures.ucsb.edu/lectures/7987.html
6. "THEME: HOUSE " by Sara Nissen, "PERFECT CHILDREN" by Lila Devan, "BED KNOWS AND NOTCH CHICKS" by Lila Devan, "BITCH PLEASE" by Mandoub Salih, "STILL LIFE" by Sara Nissen, and "DRUNK RACIST GIRL MEETS CHINESE HITLER" by Isaac Lamer and Krishna Narayanan. MCC Theater, free.


Arts & Lectures 6-8 pm, Film: Chocolate Sedex. Before you have to give up chocolate for Passover...come to this fun and yummy pre-Passover event where you get to chocolate drink milk and eat a wide variety of chocolate candy while reading from The Chocolate Sedex hadgagad. MCC Lounge

Location: Multi-Cultural Center Lounge

Friday, April 6
Front Porch/Prebysterians of Reasoned Faith Christian Hope 5 pm, Friday Evening Dinner/Discussion, join us for a free, home-cooked dinner and an intelligent discussion of challenges to the Christian faith. RecCen

Hillel 6 pm, Celebrate Shabbat! Some people come for the choice of either a literal or conserva­tive service, some people come to see friends or to learn about Judaism, but most people just come for the free home-cooked food. It's all good. Come check it out URC.

Arts & Lectures 7:30 pm, Film: Bittersweet Motel, Campbell Hall, general $6, students $5. Site: http://www.artsandlectures.ucsb.edu/lectures/7987.html

Multicultural Drama Company 7:30-9:30 pm. "Nasty with a Twist," MCCD performs their most recent original short plays and sketches for your personal pleasure and amusement, including "BED KNOWS AND NOTCH CHICKS" by Lila Devan, "BITCH PLEASE" by Mandoub Salih, "STILL LIFE" by Sara Nissen, and "DRUNK RACIST GIRL MEETS CHINESE HITLER" by Isaac Lamer and Krishna Narayanan. MCC Theater, free.

April 4—Big Wednesday in the Hub
3:00-5:00 pm featuring David Culiner
Food and drink specials!

For more information about ASPB events, call our Hotline at 893-2833 or visit www.as.ucsb.edu/aspb/.

2001 University Award
Nomination Forms Now Available for Outstanding Graduating Seniors & Graduate Students
DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4, 5 PM • OSL

• Thomas More Starkie Award
• Jeremy D. Friedman Memorial Award
• Alyce Marita Whitted Memorial Award
• University Service Award
• University Award of Distinction

For descriptions and nomination forms on-line visit http://www.osl.ucsb.edu/awards, or stop by the Office of Student Life.

This is the Back of A4, thanks for catching it!